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Prologue 

1

For the CMB lensing reconstruction on Planck data, a local approach based on tiling the 
sphere with patches is competitive compared to the global full-sky approach. 

Abstract:  

Outlines:  

•  introduction to CMB lensing 
•  « real-life » reconstruction problematics  

•  new local appraoch targeted toward a single channel Planck map 

LP, Bobin, Plaszczynski, Starck, Lavabre [A&A, 519 (2010) ] 

Plaszczynski, Lavabre, LP, Starck [A&A accepted (2012) ] 
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n 

n + d 

z ~ 1100 
z = 0 

X : CMB observables (Temperature & Polarization) 

2

CMB weak lensing by the large scale structures 

see Lewis et al. (2006) 
for a review n n + d ) 
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z ~ 1100 
z = 0 

n n + d ) 

2

CMB weak lensing by the large scale structures 

z ~ 1 to 3 

lensing potential:  
•  line-of-sight integral of the intervening matter gravitational potential 
•  mostly sensitive to : 

•  high redshift (z ~ 2) 
•  large scales (linearly growing) structures 

see Lewis et al. (2006) 
for a review 

interesting large scale structures information embedded in the cmb maps 
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How to extract the lensing information from the maps ? 

3

unlensed T lensed T 

difference x 10 underlying "

•  Morphology of the lensing signature: 
2 different characteristic scales : 

•  tiny deflection scale (rms ~ 2.5 arcmin) 
•  correlation across several degrees 

•  Observational consequencies: 

•  CMB power spectra smoothing 
•  additional mode couplings (non-gaussianities) 

phi quadratic estimator  
[ Bernardeau 1997, Zaldarriaga 2000, 
 Hu 2001] 

Gaussian bias 

lensing power spectrum:  
information from the 4-pnts correlator   
[see Masahiro’s talk] 
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Measurement status 

•  WMAP: <3  detection by correlating CMB lensing and external galaxy surveys  

•  ACT : first internal ~4 detection with CMB alone (using the 4-pnts correlation info)  
Das et al [Phys.Rev.Lett.107:021301 (2011) ] 

Hirata et al. [ PRD 78, 043520 (2008) ]; Smith et al. [ PRD 76, 043510 (2007) ] 

Atacama Cosmology Telescope 
•  <1.4arcmin resolution 
•  noise rms = 23 muK-arcmin 
•  > 300 square degrees coverage 
•  3 channels  

4

•  SPT : first (~6) measure  

unsufficient angular resolution  

South Pole Telescope 
•  ~ 1 arcmin resolution 
•  noise rms = 18 muK-arcmin 
•  ~ 800 square degrees  
•  3 channels (95, 150, 220 GHz)  

Van Engelen et al [arXiv:1202.0546] 
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Will Planck do better ? 

5

•  the low-l (large scale) can be reconstructed 
•  more statistical power 

Larger sky coverage allows 2 direct improvements: 

also undirect improvement linked to better systematics control 

cosmic variance 

Noise depending on the observed ClT 
(noise, PSF, foregrounds residuals,…) 
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The « real-life » data issues 

Minimal unavoidable experimental issues:   

Example of galactic+pnt sources mask 

Planck noise variance simulation  

galactic dust emission at 143 GHz 

6 

•  sky cut: 
•  galactic plan 
•  detected bright point sources 
induces additional mode couplings 

•  spatial inhomogeneities of the noise: 
•  mainly due to the scanning strategy 

•  foreground emission including 
•  galactic diffuse emission 
•  unresolved point sources 
•  CIB 

inducing spurious signal which must be corrected  
by Monte Carlo 

isotropy breaking 
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Two routes for a reconstruction on Planck data 
Planck data consist of 9 frequency maps ranging from 30 to 857GHz: 

[…] 

sims from the Planck Sky Model (PSM)  

[…] 

Method relying on the foreground cleaned 
map using a component separation method 

•  optimal use of all the available information 
•  large sky coverage (~90%) 

•  unresolved point sources 
•  complicated PSF (due to maps downgrading) 

Method based on the frequency maps  
(e. g. 143 or 217GHz)  

•  dataset simplicity -> robustness  
•  cross-checks between 2 or 3 estimates 

•  a large mask is needed 
•  noise more inhomogeneous 

7
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Previous results from foreground cleaned maps 

The setup 

•  foregrounds cleaning using the Generalized Morphological Component Analysis (GMCA) 
Bobin et al. [Stat. Meth., 5, 307 (2008)] 

•  full-sky inpainting from the small mask 
Abrial, Moudden, Starck [Stat. Meth., 5, 289 (2008)]  

LP, Bobin, Plaszczynski, Starck, Lavabre [A&A, 519 (2010) ] 

•  linear mixture estimate 
•  cleaned map from pseudo-inverse of mixing matrices 
•  performs on most of the sky (>90%) 

•  sparcity restoration based algorithm 
•  with a wavelet coef. variance constraint 

Results 

no significant bias induced by: 
•  foreground residuals after GMCA 
•  the restoration using inpainting 
•  the unresolved point sources 

8
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Exploration of the frequency map based approach 
from Planck-like simulations 

•  217GHz Planck-like sims:  
•  a conservative choice (a large mask is needed due to the high dust emission) 
•  experimental characteristics from the Planck early results [Planck Coll. 2011, A&A, 536] 

•  from a fiducial WMAP-7yrs based cosmological model, two MC sets are generated:  
•  H1-set: 100 lensed T maps seen as «data» (using LensPix code, Lewis et al. (2006)) 
•  H0-set: 100 unlensed T maps useful to correct from the systematics 

  Gaussian beam (PSF) of FWHM=4.7 arcmin 

  Inhomogeneous noise: 
•  homogeneous noise from the colored noise Nl 
•  pixel weighting according to the hit map 

  Combined mask: 
•  point sources mask from the Planck ERCSC + external catalogs 
•  galactic mask 
•  fsky = .69 

9 
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Update of the full-sky approach 

applying the full-sky inpainting method to the MC set 

•  The restoration of the severe 30% cut 
is feasible but induces a large bias 

Deflection power spectrum estimate 
(averaged over the 100 H1 sims) 

•  This bias can be corrected by Monte-Carlo 
using the H0-set (low coupling to the signal)   

nice reconstruction 
but high dependencies to the MC uncertainties 

10 
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New local « multi-patches » method 

11 

Reminder: deflection angles correlated over a few degrees scale  local approach holds 

multi-patches:  Extracting tangent plane projection (= patches) + flat-sky analysis  

1.   patches extraction 

•  size: 10ox10o  is a good trade-off 
o  reasonable spectral sampling k~35 
o  low projection distorsion 

•  center location: 

•  overlapping: seek for ~50% overlap 

768 10ox10o overlapping patches regularly tiling the sphere  

centers of the big (nside=8) Healpix pixels 

by analogy with 1D periodogram 

2.   patches selection  
•  the galactic mask is totally avoided 
•  ~1% missing data due to point sources 

restoration using FastLens (local inpainter) 
minimising the sparsity of the DCT coefficients  

Pires et al [MNRAS, 395, 1265 (2009)] 

fsky~55% 
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Extracting the Fourier serie coefficients 

13 

Issue: projecting the Healpix pixels into tangent planes yields: 
1.   non-periodic boundary conditions 
2.   irregular 2D grid 

1.  minimizing the sharp edge effect    

•  leakage due to the top-hat window 
•  a solution = apodisation 
•  additional mode-couplings = bad for lensing 
•  prewhitening 

: 2D power spectrum window profiles 
(real space)  

« prewhitened » map  

getting comparable size Fourier coef. to 
avoid leakage from window side lobes 

2.  Fourier coefficients fit    

•  pixel size ~ 1.7 arcmin  
•  deflection rms ~ 2.5 arcmin   

interpolation would be harmfull 
•  least-square fit of the Fourier serie coef. 
from the irregular samples  

12 
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Local deflection estimate 

13 

•  one can now apply the Hu&Okamoto estimator on each patches 

•  windowing impact:  

•  reminder: very broad window        (k) 
•  major impact is a scaling of the power 
spectrum estimate (which is analytically 
calculated) 

•  2D lensing power spectrum estimate:  

stacking of  

•  final lensing power spectrum estimate:  

averaging in k-bin rings :    higher order biases 
[see Masahiro’s talk] 
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Results on the Planck-like sims 

14 

higher order biases raw lensing MC correction 
(from the H0-set) 

( ) 

•  small MC correction 
•  unbiased reconstruction in [75, 2000] 

•  large bias in the first bin 
•  k < 35 not accessible 

need larger scale information for the low-k reconstruction 
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The hybrid approach 

15 

Comparison of the (global) full-sky inpainting and the (local) multi-patches methods: 

systematic bias of the method: 
spurious signal on the H0 MC-set  

•  low-l (l < 100): better reconstructed using the full-sky inpainting method 
•  higher l (100 to 2000): more robust reconstruction from the multi-patches 
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Final reconstruction 

16 

Application of the hybrid method to the Planck-like frequency maps 

a reconstruction on realistic Planck-like simulations which meets the « ideal case » 
naive Fisher forecast for l > 30 

MC estimate of the error bars 
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Some perspectives 

17 

•  the local multi-patches approach is more robust than a global approach when 
reconstructing from a single frequency map (essentially because the required large mask can 
be simply avoided) 

•  in both case, we developped methods which will allow a nice reconstruction on Planck data  

•  wether it is better to reconstruct from a foreground cleaned map or combining several 
reconstructions from a single frequency map is still an open question 

•  a major Planck result: 
•  breaking the parameter degeneracies (neutrino masses, dark energy) 
•  exploiting the  map through cross-correlation (ISW-lensing, CIB-lensing, galaxy surveys-lensing) "

•  burning topic for the fore-coming CMB inflation-targeted experiments: 
•  major contaminant of the primordial B-mode (from gravitational waves predicted in inflation models) 
•  powerfull large-scale structures probe assuring valluable results on post-recombination physics"
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Lensing reconstruction: the ideal case 

•  Hu&Okamoto Quadratic Estimator: 

•   AK  determined by demanding    to be unbiased 
•    F   filter  optimised to minimise the     variance 

•  The full-sky (50Mpixels) implementation: 
[ref Hu 2001] Okamoto&Hu [ astro-ph/0301031 ] 

•  band-limited filtered T maps 
•  using spin 1 spherical harmonic transforms 
to evaluate the derivatives 

•  Deflection power spectrum estimate : 

•  estimator covariance 
•  Gaussian (dominant) bias 
•  higher order (subdominant) biases 

6
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Full sky reconstruction 

•   Real-space formulation of the deflection estimator:     

•  Filtered fields: 

•  Gradient on the sphere: 

•   Deflection power spectrum estimator:    

Calculated with the HEALpix C++ lib  (M. Reinecke) 

T. Okamoto & W. Hu [ astro-ph/0301031 ] 
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Breaking cosmological parameter 
degeneracies  

LP et al. [JCAP 0610 (2006) 013]  

CMB alone without any lensing information 

(ΛCDM + Σmν + w + α + Neff)  

projected 68% and 95% C. L.  
within an 11-parameters model 

5
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LP et al. [JCAP 0610 (2006) 013]  

Breaking cosmological parameter 
degeneracies  

CMB alone including lensing reconstruction 

(ΛCDM + Σmν + w + α + Neff)  

projected 68% and 95% C. L.  
within an 11-parameters model 


